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Abstract  18 

Herein, a simple but highly effective strategy of thermal annealing to modulate oxygen 19 

vacancies related defects in ZnFe2O4 (ZFO) nanoparticles for obtaining enhanced 20 

wastewater treatment efficiencies is reported.  The as-prepared nanoparticles were thermally 21 

annealed at three different temperatures (500
 ⁰C, 600

 ⁰C and 700 ⁰C) and their phase purity 22 

was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). All samples were found to exhibit pure phases 23 

of ZFO with different crystallite sizes ranging from 10 nm to 25 nm. The transmission 24 

electron microscope (TEM) images showed well dispersed nanoparticles and a strong 25 

correlation of grain size growth with annealing temperature was established. The optical 26 

absorption and emission characteristics were estimated through UV-visible and 27 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy and X-ray Photoelectron 28 

Spectroscopy (XPS) confirmed the variation of oxygen vacancies in the synthesised 29 

samples’ lattice. The photocatalytic activities of all samples were investigated and the 30 

highest efficiencies were recorded for the ZFO samples annealed at 500 ⁰C. Under high 31 

salinity condition, the organic dye degradation efficiency of the same sample remained the 32 

highest among all. The excellent dye degradation abilities in ZFO samples can be attributed 33 

to the abundance of oxygen vacancies in the crystal lattice that slow down the 34 

recombination rate during the photocatalysis process. Moreover, cytotoxicity tests revealed 35 

that all prepared ZFO samples showed insignificant cell structure effects on Picochlorum sp 36 

microalgae, as verified by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. On the other 37 

hand, no significant changes were detected on the viable cell concentration and Chlorophyll 38 

a content. This work presents a systematic way to finely tune the crystal sizes and to 39 

modulate oxygen related defects in ZFO through a simple but highly effective annealing 40 
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approach to signify their potential in industrial wastewater and seawater treatment 41 

processes.  42 

Keywords: 43 

Crystal size, Oxygen vacancies, Photocatalysis, Dye degradation, Cytotoxicity, Picochlorum 44 

sp,  45 

1 Introduction 46 

The scarcity of freshwater resources has been one of leading global environmental and 47 

sustainability challenges. Most of the fresh water and seawater resources (Al-Najar et al., 48 

2020) are affected by  human activities due to disposal of hazardous pollutants such as 49 

industrial dyes (Tkaczyk et al., 2020), heavy metals (Abdullah et al., 2020), antibiotics (J. 50 

Huang et al., 2020) and pesticides (Sert et al., 2017), which are harmful for ecosystem and 51 

human health (Qureshi, 2020). Various industries extensively used organic dyes for coloring 52 

and then dispose them directly into aqueous effluents, which in turn pollute natural water 53 

resources. Even a small concentration of these dyes in water prevents penetration of sunlight 54 

into water thus affecting the aquatic flora. Moreover, many dyes are carcinogenic, 55 

mutagenic and toxic to microorganisms and aquatic species (Chen et al., 2017; Hashemi et 56 

al., 2019; Sehar et al., 2021; Younis et al., 2018; Younis and Loucif, 2021) and their 57 

effective removal by transforming them into harmless products before release into the 58 

environment is of utmost importance. In high salinity conditions, the removal of these dyes 59 

become even harder because of the chemical complexity and the salt ions concentrations (T. 60 

Wang et al., 2017).  61 
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Various nanomaterials have been investigated in water treatment techniques due to their 62 

small size and controllable properties (controlling size – photocatalysis)(Sehar et al., 2019; 63 

Younis et al., 2016). In a typical photocatalysis process, a semiconducting material absorbs 64 

energy, which is directly related to the bandgap of the material and generate electron/hole 65 

pairs. The reactive species generated by the separation of electron/hole pairs interact with 66 

the dye molecules and convert them into less harmful inert products (e.g., water, carbon 67 

dioxide) (Chiu et al., 2019; Mahy et al., 2019).  Titanium dioxide is considered as a flagship 68 

material that has been widely utilized as an efficient photocatalyst for so many years(Porcar-69 

Santos et al., 2020). However, due to its large bandgap (~3.2 eV), it is only affective under 70 

ultra-violet (UV) light. It is highly desirable to achieve efficient photocatalytic degradation 71 

in visible light rather than in UV light, as visible light constitutes about 50% of solar 72 

radiation whereas, UV light forms only 4% (T. Wang et al., 2017). Therefore, the 73 

exploration of functional nanomaterials with relatively narrow bandgaps, that may have 74 

strong absorption in the visible region, is highly advantageous for obtaining excellent 75 

photocatalytic performance (Guo et al., 2014).  76 

Spinel ferrites, owing to small bandgaps (less than 2.2 eV), possess a cubic structure 77 

with formula (A)[B]2O4, where (A) and [B] are tetrahedral and octahedral cation sites in an 78 

FCC anion (oxygen) sublattice. In bulk Zinc Ferrite (ZnFe2O4 (ZFO)), A and B cationic 79 

sites are occupied by Zn
2+

 and Fe
3+

 ions. On the other hand, the nanocrystalline ZFO system 80 

always shows up as a mixed spinel in which Zn
2+

 and Fe
3+

 ions are distributed over A and 81 

B-sites (Qin et al., 2017). The nanocrystalline ZFO could absorb visible range of solar 82 

radiation and provide numerous catalytic sites for adsorption, thus have a great potential of 83 

an efficient photocatalysts (Baynosa et al., 2020). ZFO is also known of its chemical 84 
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stability, low cost and environmental friendliness(Sapna et al., 2019). The unique crystal 85 

structure of ZFO makes it highly reactive and responsive (Wu et al., 2019) besides the 86 

ability of controlling and tuning these properties to get the optimum efficiency for the 87 

desired application (Sun et al., 2020). 88 

So far, pure ZFO have not been successfully demonstrated for efficient photocatalysis due to 89 

its high recombination rate between holes and electrons (Yentür and Dükkancı, 2020). 90 

Therefore, to overcome this drawback, heterostructure of ZFO with other functional 91 

materials have been implemented to demonstrate its potential in this field (Naseri et al., 92 

2020). This mainly involved Graphene oxide (Chandel et al., 2020) and noble metals 93 

(Khadgi and Upreti, 2019) that have shown a great photocatalysis efficiency in comparison 94 

with pure ZFO. Consequently, this will add more economical and environmental hazard cost 95 

(Prasad et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) beside the multi-stage preparation routes  and the 96 

need of the optimization between the absorption ability and the electron-hole yield within 97 

the heterogeneous structure (Serpone, 2018). Therefore, considering the photocatalytic 98 

activity of pure ZFO is still challenging, due to the complexity of photocatalytic relation to 99 

the crystal structure (crystal size and defects) of materials (Divya et al., 2020; Lei et al., 100 

2020; Yadav et al., 2018).  101 

In this work, we focused on the possibilities of tuning the defects concentration in pure 102 

ZFO nanoparticles by thermal annealing to investigate their photocatalytic efficiencies. The 103 

samples were post annealed at different temperatures (500⁰C, 600⁰C and 700⁰C) which 104 

strongly influence crystal size and defects characteristics. Furthermore, the influence of ZFO 105 

crystal sizes on the photocatalytic activities were investigated in aqueous solution as well as 106 

in seawater. We also investigated the cytotoxicity of all ZFO samples on Picoplankton 107 
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Picochlorum sp micro algae in term of their structure, viable cells concentration, Reactive 108 

Oxidative Species (ROS) generation and their chlorophyll a content. This work may provide 109 

new insights for defects modulation in nanocrystalline ZFO to explore their potential as an 110 

effective catalyst for industrial wastewater treatment.  111 

2 Materials and Methods 112 

2.1 Synthesis of ZFO nanoparticles 113 

The ZFO nanoparticles were synthesized by using sol-gel method and the whole 114 

process is schematically shown in Figure 1. For a typical chemical synthesis, equal amounts 115 

of citric acid and Fe(NO3)3.9H2O and 4g of Zn(NO3)2 were mixed with 1.2 L distilled water 116 

followed by magnetic stirring. After 25 min of stirring, around 15 ml of Ammonium 117 

Hydroxide was added to the solution to alter the pH to 7. Afterwards, the mixed solution 118 

was heated at 130 ⁰C along with continuous stirring until the solution is completely 119 

evaporated and burned into black powder (Rashdan and Hazeem, 2020). The as-prepared 120 

samples were annealed at 500
 ⁰C, 600

 ⁰C and 700
 ⁰C for 30 minutes to obtain the ZFO 121 

crystalline structure. For simplicity, the annealed samples are renamed as ZFO-500, ZFO-122 

600 and ZFO-700, respectively. 123 

 124 

 125 

 126 

 127 
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 129 

 130 

 131 

 132 

 133 

 134 

 135 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing step by step synthesis of ZFO nanoparticles. 136 

2.2 Characterization of ZFO nanoparticles 137 

The morphology and grain sizes of ZFO samples were determined by using 138 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (Talos L120C G2- LaB6). The chemical phase and 139 

crystallite structure were determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Rigaku Uitima IV 140 

equipped with Cu-Kα radiation source (0.15418 nm) with angle ranging from 10⁰ to 80⁰. 141 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)- (Shimadzu- IRAffinity-1S) was used to 142 

investigate the infrared absorption of the samples and the sample/algae combination. Optical 143 

properties were investigated using UV-vis spectroscopy (Shimadzu-Lambda-4B), 144 

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy (PL) (Jasco, Spectrophotometer FP-8500, Xenon 145 

discharge lamp quartz cells [1cm]), Raman Spectroscopy and X-ray Photoelectron 146 

Spectroscopy (XPS). The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm measurements were performed 147 
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using a Micromeritics ChemiSorb 2750 and the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) technique 148 

with the degassing temperature of 300⁰ C for 180 min. The pore-size distribution (PSD) was 149 

obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherms via the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) 150 

method. 151 

2.3  Photocatalytic Activities of ZFO nanoparticles 152 

The photocatalytic activities of all samples were evaluated for the removal of 153 

methylene orange (MO) and methylene blue (MB) from aqueous solutions and seawater 154 

under solar simulated irradiation using solar simulation chamber- Xenoterm-1500RF, CCI 155 

(Spain) with Xenon lamp (1.5 kW). Conventionally, the photocatalytic reactions were 156 

carried out in a 20 mL photoreactor, which contained 100 mg/L of ZFO samples dispersed 157 

in 15 mg/L dyes solutions under the solar irradiation source. Prior to irradiation, the 158 

solutions were stirred for 30 minutes in the dark to assure attaining adsorption/desorption 159 

equilibrium. For determination of MO and MB decolorization, the absorbance of each 160 

sample was measured at different time intervals (each 10 min for 120 min) using UV 1800 161 

PC spectrophotometer.  162 

Degradation efficiency was calculated using the following equation: 163 

         
 

  
                          (1) 164 

Where D is the degradation efficiency, C is the concentration of dye at a certain time and C0 165 

is the initial concentration of dye in solution.  166 

Recyclability experiments were also conducted to check the stability of the synthesized ZFO 167 

samples as well as FTIR and XRD that applied after the photocatalysis process.  To further 168 
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investigate the photocatalysis process, the Total Organic Carbon (TOC) content in the MO 169 

and ZFO solution was measured with a Shimadzu SSM-5000-A carbon analyzer. Moreover, 170 

to monitor the Reactive Oxygen spices (ROS) related to the photocatalysis process of the 171 

MO dye, different scavengers were used; Benzoquinone (BQ) (6mmol/L, Ammonium 172 

Oxalate (AO)(0.05g/L), Catalase, (20mg/L ), 2-proponol (0.1 mmol/L) and Potassium per 173 

Sulphate (KPS) (mmol/L) , in the dye solution.  174 

2.4 Cytotoxcity Assay of ZFO nanoparticles 175 

Biotoxicity assay of the prepared ZFO samples were conducted using Picochlorum sp. 176 

culture, which is one of the main microalgae found in high salinity marine environment. 177 

Pure culture samples were obtained from the National Mariculture Centre, Ministry of 178 

Municipalities and Urban Planning, Kingdom of Bahrain. Picochlorum sp. microalgea 179 

samples were sub-cultured in 2 L flask in filtered seawater and incubated under 18 ⁰C. To 180 

assess the cytotoxicity effect of the prepared ZFO samples, all samples were added to the 181 

Picochlorum sp. culture samples at 50 mg/L, during exponential growth phase.   182 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 201 algal 183 

growth inhibition test guidelines were followed with some modification. The cultures were 184 

incubated with ZFO samples at exponential growth phase. The viable cell counts and 185 

measurements of Chlorophyll a concentrations were performed every week starting from the 186 

first day of inoculation of algae with ZFO samples for a total of 4 weeks. At the end of the 4 187 

weeks period, ROS were measured for all algae/ZFO samples. FTIR analysis was also 188 

applied for the algae/ ZFO samples and compared with the control sample. MuseTM Cell 189 

analyzer (Millipore, USA) was applied to measure the viable cell counts and the ROS 190 

percentage. The MuseTM Cell analyzer  applied miniaturized fluorescent detection and 191 
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micro-capillary technology to deliver quantitative cell analysis of both suspension and 192 

adherent cells 2 to 60 μmin diameter. Chlorophyll a concentration for all control and 193 

ZFO/algae samples were measured using spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer UV 194 

spectrophotometer). The samples were prepared following the UNESCO protocol (Vohra 195 

1966) as 30 mL of each ZFO/algae culture sample were collected and the Chlorophyll a was 196 

extracted using 90% acetone.   197 

The ZFO-500 samples with different concentrations (0.5, 2.5, 5, 25 and 50 mg/L) were 198 

also tested. The viable cell counts were measured after 1 week of inoculation of algae with 199 

ZF-500 sample.  Three replicates were applied for all cytotocity assay experiments. The data 200 

is displayed as mean ± standard deviation (SDEV). One- way analysis of variance 201 

(ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s pairwise comparison using Minitab version 1.6 were 202 

applied to test any significance variation between the different treatments and the control. 203 

The level of significance was accepted at p<0.05 (Hazeem et al., 2016). 204 

3 Results and Discussion 205 

3.1 Morphology of ZFO nanoparticles 206 

The morphology of ZFO samples prepared at different annealing temperatures was 207 

investigated using TEM and the results are depicted in Figure 2. The TEM images revealed 208 

a homogenous size distribution with semi-spherical grains for all prepared samples (ZFO-209 

500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700). A considerable particle size variation was recorded by 210 

changing annealing temperatures. The ZFO-500 sample possessed grains sizes with 211 

diameters ranging from 10-15 nm, which is the smallest range among all samples. The 212 

samples annealed at higher temperatures (ZFO-600 and ZFO-700) exhibited larger grain 213 
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sizes ranging from 20-25 nm and 25-30 nm, respectively. For the sake of accuracy, the grain 214 

sizes were determined by counting sufficiently large number of grains. The high resolution 215 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of all samples are depicted in the inset 216 

of Figures 2a-2c. The lattice fringes of all samples are clearly visible with d-spacing of 0.25 217 

nm correspond to the (311) crystal plane of ZFO crystalline phase configuration. Such grain 218 

growth is attributed to the annealing temperature (Afzal et al., 2020; Amir et al., 2018), as 219 

higher annealing temperature creates volume expansion and super-saturation reduction to 220 

the crystal lattice system (Dippong et al., 2020, 2019). Thus, more grain boundaries related 221 

defects could be present in ZFO-500 sample as compared to others which can be reduced by 222 

increasing annealing temperature. Also, ZFO sample could have higher lattice grain strain 223 

which can inhibit grain growth and by annealing at higher temperatures, larger grains were 224 

formed as shown in Figures 2b and 2c.  225 

 226 

 227 

 228 

 229 

 230 

 231 

Figure 2: TEM images of ZFO nanoparticles prepared at (a) 500 ⁰C, (b) 600 ⁰C and (c) 700 232 

⁰C annealing temperatures. In the inset, HRTEM images of individual nanoparticles are 233 

depicted. 234 
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3.2 Structural Properties of ZFO nanoparticles 235 

The XRD spectra of as-prepared and annealed ZFO samples are depicted in Figure 236 

3a. No well-defined peaks were found from the XRD spectrum of the as-prepared ZFO 237 

indicating its amorphous structure. When ZFO samples were annealed at 500, 600 and 700 238 

⁰C, the crystal planes of cubic spinel phase of ZFO become clearly visible at (111), (220), 239 

(311), (222), (400), (422), (511), (440) and (533). Rietveld analysis of the XRD spectrum 240 

confirmed the formation of pure ZFO cubic spinel phase with space group Fd3m which 241 

matches well with JCPDS NO. 01-078-6543. From XRD results, the crystallite size, 242 

microstrain and lattice parameters of all samples were calculated and shown in Table TS1. 243 

For ZFO-600, a small peak emerged at around 2θ = 32⁰ which was more obvious at ZFO-244 

700 and could be related to an inconsequential Fe2O3 phase (Amiri et al., 2020; Surendra et 245 

al., 2020). 246 

The crystalline size of ZFO was found to increase by thermal annealing and were 247 

recorded as 10 nm, 18 nm and 25 nm, for ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700, respectively 248 

(as shown in Table TS1). This increased crystallite size may be attributed to reduced 249 

macrostrain within crystal structure of ZFO which were calculated as 0.54, 0.28 and 0.21 for 250 

ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700, respectively. A slight decrease in lattice parameter from 251 

8.4437 to 8.4404 was also recorded with annealing temperature. From our XRD and TEM 252 

results, it is well established now that annealing temperature can greatly influence grain 253 

growth and crystallite size in ZFO which are well accord to literature (Radhakrishnan et al., 254 

2016). The XRD peaks broadening, smaller crystal size, high microstrain and larger lattice 255 

parameters of ZFO-500 compared to its counter parts may also indicate the existence of 256 

crystal lattice defects related to oxygen vacancies (Afzal et al., 2020).  As annealing 257 
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temperature increased from 500⁰C to 700 ⁰C, the XRD peaks become sharper with higher 258 

intensity. Also, higher annealing temperature allows more oxygen to be involved in the 259 

crystal lattice structure, filling any possible vacancies and forming large and refined crystal 260 

structure (Jaffari et al., 2012) for the cubic ZFO spinel phase. During this refinement 261 

process, both Zn
2+

 and Fe
3+

 in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites cations may exchange 262 

positions (Mana et al., 2019). Such re-distribution of cations and crystal defects may 263 

decrease lattice parameter and microstrain (Amir et al., 2018; El-naggar et al., 2020). 264 

The FTIR spectra of the annealed ZFO samples are shown in Figure 3b. All 265 

corresponding peaks of ferrite structure were clearly visible in all ZFO samples with no 266 

evidence of any impurity peaks. The spectrum consists of five main obvious peaks at v1 = 267 

450 cm
-1

, v2 = 547 cm
-1

, v3= 1612 cm
-1

 and v4 = 2414 cm
-1

 and v5 =3400 cm
-1

 which matches 268 

well with ferrite structures (Bhushan Das et al., 2021). The peaks v1 and v2 may be related to 269 

Fe-O and Zn-O stretching vibrations, which represent the metal bonding at tetrahedral site 270 

of the spinel ferrite structure. The peaks v3, v4 and v5 represent the stretching and bending 271 

vibrations of H-O-H bands which represent water molecules bonding (Shah et al., 2021; 272 

Vinosha et al., 2017). When comparing the three ZFO spectra, v2 and v5 have shown a 273 

noticeable intensity increase in ZFO-500 sample. The increase in FTIR absorption peak 274 

intensity indicates changes in ZFO lattice structure in the form of oxygen related defects 275 

(Shah et al., 2021).  276 

 277 

 278 

 279 

 280 
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 282 

 283 

 284 

 285 

 286 

 287 

 288 

 289 

 290 

Figure 3: The characteristics of ZnFe2O4 samples prepared with different annealing 291 

temperatures (ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700) applying (a) X-ray Diffraction (XRD), (b) 292 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (c)UV-vis spectroscopy, and (d) The 293 

photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy (e) Raman Spectroscopy (f) XPS spectroscopy (O1s). 294 

 295 

3.3 Optical Properties of ZFO nanocrystals 296 

The absorption spectra of all samples were analyzed using UV-vis spectrometer and 297 

they all showed similar patterns, where the main absorption region was found in between 298 

200 and 450 nm. The bandgaps of all samples were calculated and no significant variation in 299 

their values were recorded as shown in Figure 3c.   300 

Furthermore, photoluminescence (PL) emission spectroscopy was performed and all 301 

samples showed excitation wavelength at 410 nm (3.03 eV) and 550 nm (2.25 eV) as shown 302 
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in Figure 3d which are well accord to literature (Dang et al., 2016; Manikandan et al., 303 

2014). These excitation peaks can be related to the electronic levels between the conduction 304 

band (CB) and the valance band (VB). A lower PL peak intensity for ZFO-500 was found in 305 

comparison to ZFO-600 and ZFO-700, which may be associated to the hole-electron 306 

recombination. The lower peak intensity could be attributed to the lower recombination rate 307 

which is related to the oxygen defects in the crystal lattice of ZFO-500 (Younis et al., 2016) 308 

(Swathi et al., 2021). Therefore, ZFO-500 is anticipated to possess slow electron-hole 309 

recombination as compared to their counter parts.  310 

To confirm the existence and variation of oxygen vacancies in the crystals of ZFO samples, 311 

Raman spectroscopy was performed as one of the sensitive modalities to the vibration of 312 

Oxygen ions (Deka et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2021; Sarkar and Khan, 2019). Figure 3e 313 

demonstrates the Raman spectra of ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700. Three peaks were 314 

distinguished for all samples at 630 cm
-1

, 900 cm
-1

 and 1060 cm
-1

. The only significant 315 

difference between the spectra of the three samples is in band 630 cm
-1

 where larger peak 316 

with higher amplitude is attributed to ZFO-500, which can be related to the abundance of 317 

oxygen vacancies. Previous reports related the stretching vibration change in Oxygen 318 

Raman band to oxygen vacancies in Zinc Ferrite (Arora and Sharma, 2021; Zhang et al., 319 

2020). X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) has been also applied widely to detect 320 

oxygen vacancies in ferrite crystal lattice (Peng et al., 2019; Sarkar and Khan, 2019; Swathi 321 

et al., 2021; J. Wang et al., 2019). The O1s fitted spectra of ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-322 

700 are shown in Figure 3f. The middle peak related to the binding energy 531.6 eV to 532 323 

eV can be assigned to the oxygen vacancies in ZFO crystal lattice as shown in previous 324 

reports (Peng et al., 2019; Swathi et al., 2021; J. Wang et al., 2019). The perceptible change 325 
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in the ZFO-500 Os-1 spectra in comparison to ZFO-600 and ZFO-700 confirms the higher 326 

concentration of oxygen vacancies in ZFO-500 lattice, consisting with Raman and PL 327 

results.  328 

3.4 Adsorption-Desorption isotherms 329 

Adsorption-desorption isotherm hysteresis loops for ZFO nanoparticles are shown in 330 

Figure 4a. The isotherm curves of all samples exhibit similar behavior, where an elevated 331 

H4 type hysteresis loop were shown at higher P/P0 indicating a flatter shape of pores (Al-332 

Najar et al., 2017). The ZF-500 sample demonstrated larger adsorbed quantity (79 cm
3
/g) in 333 

comparison to ZFO-600 (65 cm
3
/g) and ZFO-700 (55 cm

3
/g), respectively (Figure 4a). This 334 

indicates that ZFO-500 may possess a smaller pore diameter and higher surface area than 335 

other samples as shown in Table TS2.  The calculated BET surface areas were recorded as 336 

28.7 m
2
/g for ZFO-500, 19 m

2
/g for ZFO-600 and 14 m

2
/g for ZFO-700, respectively. This 337 

matches well with our XRD and TEM results, where the increased grain and crystal sizes 338 

,with increasing annealing temperature, lead to a lower surface area (Sun et al., 2020). 339 

Considering smaller grain/crystal size and large surface area of ZFO-500, it is expected to 340 

demonstrate excellent photocatalytic behavior.  341 

3.5 Photocatalytic Response of ZFO nanoparticles 342 

The photocatalytic activities for all ZFO samples were investigated for the degradation of 343 

MO and MB dyes in aqueous solution under simulated solar irradiation as shown in Figures 344 

4b and 4c. No considerable dyes degradation was found in the absence of ZFO 345 

nanoparticles. However, ZFO samples demonstrated exceptional photocatalytic response to 346 

both dyes. The calculated MO dye degradation efficiencies were 84%, 56% and 54 % for 347 

ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700, respectively, within 120 minutes of reaction time. 348 
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Similar trend was observed for the degradation of MB dye and ZFO-500 showed highest 349 

degradation efficiency of 62% followed by ZFO-600 (52%) and ZFO-700 (46%) within the 350 

same reaction time. The overall dye degradation efficiencies of ZFO samples for MO dye 351 

(anionic) were superior than MB (cationic) dye. This may be attributed to the different 352 

chemical structure for the cationic and anionic dyes as they interact with ZFO surface using 353 

different functional chemical groups. Generally, the anionic dyes have a greater affinity 354 

toward the catalyst, which may be a potential reason for the high photodegradation 355 

efficiencies of ZFO samples toward anionic dyes (Trandafilović et al., 2017). In general, 356 

Spinel ferrite are considered as hydrophilic materials which have an  isoelectric point (IEP) 357 

around pH = 7 (Bigham et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019). 358 

 359 

 360 

 361 

 362 

 363 

 364 

 365 

 366 

 367 

 368 

 369 

 370 

 371 
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 375 

 376 

 377 

 378 

 379 

 380 

 381 

 382 

Figure 4: (a) The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms curves and the calculated BET 383 

surface area (in the inset) for the  ZFO samples prepared with different annealing 384 

temperatures (ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and  ZFO-700) and their degradation curves of (b) MO 385 

dye in water, (c) MB dye in water under solar irradiation, (d) k-values for the MO dye 386 

degradation process in aqueous solution, (e) MO dye in sweater (pH= 8.15 and conductivity 387 

32.45 mS) under solar irradiation, (f) MO dye degradation in aqueous solution over 5 388 

repetitive cycles using ZFO-500.  389 

The degradation of ZFO samples have shown a good alignment with the pseudo-390 

first-order kinetic equation that given as: 391 

   
 

  
                  (2) 392 

Where; C0 is the initial absorbance of the dye solution, C is the absorbance of the dye 393 

solution at time (t) in (min), k is the first-order degradation rate constant (min
−1

). The 394 
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degradation rate kinetics of MO by fitting lines are shown in Figure 4d, where the 395 

calculated k values were recorded as 0.14, 0.006 and 0.005 min
-1

. The ZFO-500 396 

demonstrated highest k-value which exhibits the smallest particle size and highest surface 397 

area.  398 

We further investigated the applicability of ZFO samples with MO dye in seawater 399 

and the results are depicted in Figure 4e. In spite of the tough chemical conditions of the 400 

seawater sample (pH= 8.15 and conductivity 32.45 mS), considerable degradation 401 

efficiencies ranging from 66%, 54% and 55% were recorded for ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and 402 

ZFO-700, respectively  as shown in Figure 4e. To the best of our knowledge, limited efforts 403 

have been made to investigate the effect of nanoparticles in seawater photocatalysis. This 404 

could be mainly because most pollutants exist in lower concentration in seawater, in 405 

comparison with other resources. Also, seawater has higher pH and excessive ion 406 

concentration that disturb the photocatalysis process (T. Wang et al., 2019). However, the 407 

need of seawater treatment become more  important nowadays because of the excessive use 408 

of desalinated water as a major freshwater source (Wang et al., 2018). Recently, a 409 

nanocomposite of ZnO/ZnFe2O4 have been utilized and only 10% degradation of MO in 410 

high pH condition (pH=8) within 140 min under visible light was recorded (Chandel et al., 411 

2020). As per our knowledge, no previous reports have shown the effect of pure ZnFe2O4 412 

nanoparticles in seawater photocatalysis. Our results are far superior than previous reports 413 

as ZFO-500 sample exhibited 66% degradation efficiencies of MO in seawater within two 414 

hours of reaction time.  415 

To examine the reusability and durability of our ZFO-500 photocatalyst, a recycling 416 

study was carried out under identical conditions. As shown in Figure 4f, the reusability of 417 
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ZFO-500 photocatalyst was demonstrated up to a fifth cycle run and it is clearly observed 418 

that the nature of degradation remains unaltered and the inherent efficiency of ZFO-500 419 

persisted (less than 5% decrease from its initial activity during the photodegradation 420 

process) without self-degradation. Also, Figure S2 shows the XRD and the FTIR after the 421 

degradation process, confirming high stability of the ZFO-500 structure after the 422 

photocatalysis process. Therefore, our pure ZFO nanostructure (ZFO-500) possess relatively 423 

high degradation efficiencies for MO and MB dye, and could have great potential to be use 424 

for practical implications. ZFO-500 sample also exhibited good photocatalytic ability to 425 

degrade Phenol (64% at 120 min) as shown in Figure S3. 426 

A comparison between our ZFO-500 sample and other related previous research 427 

where ferrites samples are used to determine degradation efficiencies of organic dyes is 428 

shown in Table-1, taking into consideration the applied irradiation and other experimental 429 

conditions such as pH and initial concentration of the catalyst. A pure phase ZnFe2O4 430 

nannoparticles exhibited  38% of MO dye degradation under visible light (Chnadel et al., 431 

2020). To obtain enhanced degradation efficiency,  (Chnadel et al., 2020) have combined 432 

the ZnFe2O with other oxide and graphene, as well as applying lower pH (6) and more 433 

catalyst concentration (50 mg/100 mL) in comparison with this work. Other combined 434 

ferrites such as MnCo–Ferrite exhibited only 11 % for MO dye and 20 % for MB dye  under 435 

UV irradiation (Yousefi-Mohammadi et al., 2018). Moreover, Co0.5Zn0.25Ni0.25Fe2O4-TiO2  436 

nano-composite that have shown 60% degradation of MB dye within 120 min (Ciocarlan et 437 

al., 2018) while other ferrites composites showed 55 % form MB dye in 180 min under 438 

visible light (Mahdikhah et al., 2020). In general, photocatalysis experiment is highly 439 

influenced by the catalyst and by the surroundings (temperature and pH).  440 
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Table 1: Dye degradation efficiencies of nanoparticles applied in aqueous solution and in 441 

seawater photocatalysis under different parameters. 442 

Nanoparticles 

Degradation 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Irradiation 
parameters 

(catalyst, time, pH) 
Pollutant 

Ref 

ZnFe2O4 35 % UV [catalyst] = 10 mgL, [Time] =160 min MB 
(Gupta et al., 

2020) 

 

ZnFe2O4 38% 
visible light 

lamp 

[catalyst] = 50 mg/100 mL 

[Time] =140 min, pH = 4.0 
MO 

(Chnadel et al., 

2020) 

ZnO/ZF/NG 10% 
visible light 

lamp 

[catalyst] = 50 mg/100 mL,  

[Time] =140 min, pH = 8 
MO 

(Chandel et al., 

2020) 

ZnO/ZF/NG 34% 
visible light 

lamp 

[catalyst] = 50 mg/100mL,  

[Time] =140 min, pH = 7 
MO 

(Chandel et al., 

2020) 

ZnFe2O4-

Graphene 
5% visible light 

[catalyst] = 1 mg/mL, 

[Time] =180 min 
MO 

(Ai et al., 

2020) 

ZnFe2O4-

Graphene 
56% visible light 

[catalyst]  = 1 mg/mL, 

[Time] =180 min 
MB 

(Ai et al., 

2020) 

Mn-Co–

Ferrite 
11% UV 

[catalyst]=10 mg.L, [Time] =180 min 

 
MO 

(Yousefi-

Mohammadi et 

al., 2018) 

Mn-Co–

Ferrite 
20% UV 

[catalyst]=0.5 g.L
-1,

 [Time] =180 min 

 
MB 

(Yousefi-

Mohammadi et 

al., 2018) 

Co0.5Zn0.25Ni0

.25Fe2O4-TiO2 
30% sim-Solar [catalyst] = 1 g/L, [Time] =120 min MO 

(Ciocarlan et 

al., 2018) 

Co0.5Zn0.25Ni0

.25Fe2O4-TiO2 
60% sim-Solar [catalyst] = 1 g/L, [Time] =120 min MB 

(Ciocarlan et 

al., 2018) 

ZFO-500 84% sim-Solar 
[catalyst] = 10mg/100mL, [Time] 

=120 min – pH 7 
MO 

This work 

ZFO-500 66% sim-Solar 

[catalyst] = 10mg/100mL, [Time] 

=120 min -seawater - pH 8.15, 

conductivity 32.45 mS 

MO This work 
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3.6 Mineralization capability of ZFO nanoparticles. 443 

In order to investigate the mineralization capability of ZFO-500 sample, the percentage of 444 

total organic carbon (TOC) generation of MO dye was measured. Figure 5a shows the TOC 445 

generation and photo-degradation efficiency of MO solution over ZFO-500 under solar 446 

irradiation for 120 min. Clearly, MO degradation efficiency and TOC generation showed 447 

almost similar percentages during time reaching 82% and 73% at 120 min, respectively.  448 

This indicates that most of the photodegraded MO has been converted to CO2, revealing a 449 

good mineralization capability of ZFO-500 sample during the photocatalysis process. 450 

 451 

 452 

 453 

 454 

 455 

 456 

Figure 5: (a) Photocatalytic degradation efficiency and TOC percentage of MO of ZFo-500 457 

under solar irradiation. (b) Effect of Benzoquinone (BQ) (6mmol/L), Ammonium Oxalate 458 

(AO)(0.05g/L), Catalase, (20mg/L ), Potassium per Sulphate (KPS) (mmol/L) and 2-proponol 459 

(0.1 mmol/L) on the Rate constant (k) of MO degradation using ZFO-500 under solar 460 

irradiation.  461 

3.7 Photocatalysis Mechanism and the role of Oxygen vacancies 462 

The possible photo-degradation mechanism of MO and MB dyes under solar 463 

irradiation can be explained by the excitation of electrons from the valance band (VB) in 464 

ZFO atoms to its conduction band (CB). This could generate free electrons (e-) in CB and 465 
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holes (h+) in VB which reacts with water molecules generating further ROS that cause 466 

chemical degradation to the dye. To further investigate the role of different ROS in the 467 

photocatalystics reaction, five ROS scavengers were applied in the photocatalysis process of 468 

MO using ZFO-500. These scavengers are Benzoquinone (BQ), Ammonium Oxalate (AO) 469 

Catalase, Potassium per Sulphate (KPS) and 2-proponol, which applied in scavenging 470 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), holes (h+), Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), electrons (e-) and 471 

Hydroxyl Radical (HO-), respectively. Figure 5b demonstrated the rate constant (k) of the 472 

degradation of MO with presence of these scavengers. The figure shows a considerable 473 

effect of all scavengers on the photocatalysis process. This indicates the involvement of the 474 

related ROS in the degradation of MO. The most effect is observed with Catalase, as the 475 

degradation constant (k) decreased from 0.015 min
-1

 to 0.008 min
-1

 indicating a major role 476 

of H2O2 in the MO degradation. The k value of other applied scavengers were calculated as 477 

follow; BQ=AO=2-propanol = 0.009 min
-1

 which indicates a similar role of h+ and OH- in 478 

the MO degradation that comes second after H2O2. The KPS, which is related to the e- 479 

contribution, revealed less change in k value (0.011 min
-1

) in comparison with the pristine 480 

MO degradation (0.015 min
-1

).  481 

The following equations summaries the series of chemical reactions controlled by 482 

different ROS (Madhukara Naik et al., 2019).  483 

                             
     

      (3) 484 

           
         

        (4) 485 

                  (5) 486 

                                                                                                     (6) 487 

   
                                                                                                  (7) 488 
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                                                                                                   (8) 489 

                                                                                                  (9) 490 

                                                                                              (10) 491 

           
                                                                            (11) 492 

                                                                                    (12) 493 

The holes can interact with hydroxyl ions in water generating hydroxyl radicals (OH·) as 494 

shown in equations 5 and 6, while superoxide radicals (·O2ˉ) are also created by the 495 

electrons react with oxygen molecules dissolved in water as shown in equations 7 and 8. 496 

These radicals create further oxidative reactions that form the reactive species hydroperoxyl 497 

radicals and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), followed by the emerging of (OH
.
) radicals as 498 

shown in equations 9 and 10. Therefore, each ZFO nanoparticle will be surrounded with the 499 

created reactive species. Theses reactive species react with the organic dye molecules 500 

turning them to carbon dioxide and water molecules, which are less harmful than dye 501 

molecules (equation 11 and 12).  502 

During the photocatalysis process, the electron-hole recombination rate is one of the 503 

main suppressors of the photocatalysis activity (Guo et al., 2014). More yields of electron-504 

hole pairs will enhance the photocatalysis reactions, while the recombination would reduce 505 

the propensity of these reactions. Considering the ZFO samples, ZFO-500 has shown the 506 

greatest photocatalytic efficiencies in both types of dyes (MB an MO), in aqueous solution 507 

as well as in seawater. Along with the small size and high surface area of ZFO-500, the 508 

sufficiency of oxygen vacancies in its crystal lattice lead to a lower recombination rate and 509 

hence improved photocatalysis activity (Y. Huang et al., 2020).  510 
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Recent reports have revealed the strong correlation between oxygen vacancies and 511 

photocatalysis activity (Divya et al., 2020; Y. Huang et al., 2020; Sehar et al., 2021; Tan et 512 

al., 2014; Wan et al., 2020; F. Wang et al., 2017). The schematic diagram in Figure 6 513 

demonstrates a possible mechanism of the effect of oxygen vacancies in the energy levels of 514 

ZFO samples that in hence, affect their dye degradation efficiency.  With more oxygen 515 

related defects, extra energy levels could be formed within the bandgap that cause longer 516 

pathways for electron transfer (i.e. slower recombination), in comparison with ZFO-600 and 517 

ZFO-700 (Afzal et al., 2020; Jaffari et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2020). In general, Oxygen 518 

vacancies could possibly enhance the photocatalysis activity through three mechanisms: (i) 519 

increasing light absorption capability (ii) reducing hole-electron  recombination rate and (ii) 520 

increasing active sites on material surface (Y. Huang et al., 2020; Sehar et al., 2021; Wan et 521 

al., 2020; F. Wang et al., 2017). In our case, it can be anticipated that ZFO-500 exhibit high 522 

concentration of oxygen vacancies, thus, slow down the electron-hole recombination rates 523 

and availability of excessive active sites for dye molecules for reactions could be 524 

responsible for its excellent photocatalytic activities in comparison to ZFO-600 and ZFO-525 

700 samples. The oxygen vacancies have been also related to the strong interaction between 526 

O2 and semiconductor surface, which in turn facilitate the oxidation process that generates 527 

ROS (Y. Huang et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2020).  528 

 529 

 530 

 531 

 532 
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  533 

 534 

 535 

 536 

.  537 

 538 

 539 

 540 

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the photocatalysis process on the ZFO samples prepared 541 

using different annealing temperatures (ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700) showing the 542 

effect of Oxygen vacancies on electron-hole recombination. 543 

3.8 Cytotoxicity assay of ZFO nanoparticles 544 

The effect of ZFO nanoparticles were also examined on marine environment. 545 

Cytotoxicity assay were performed on the microalgae Picochlorum sp. by examining several 546 

factors as structure, viable cell concentrations, chlorophyll a concentration and reactive 547 

oxidative species (ROS) generation. Concentration experiment revealed that different 548 

concentration of ZFO-500 has no major effect on the number of viable cells during one 549 

week exposure. Previous research work also lessened the effect of concentration in viable 550 

cell counts (Bhuvaneshwari et al., 2015). Hence, 50 mg/L of ZFO samples was chosen for 551 

further investigations.   552 
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Figure 7a shows the structure of Picochlorum sp. using FTIR spectrum and three 553 

main bands at 3441, 1635 and 1111 cm
-1

 were found. The band at 3441 cm
-1

 may be related 554 

to the stretching of -NH and -OH bonds, lipids and proteins that construct the algae cell 555 

membrane. While the second band at 1635 cm
-1

 represents the stretching of C=O, protein 556 

amide. The third band may correspond to the Stretching of C-O-C, polysaccharides. After 4 557 

weeks, the FTIR spectrum of the control algae cells was also monitored and no considerable 558 

shifts for its main peaks, nor additional peaks were identified, indicating a stable cell 559 

structure during the 4 weeks. As shown in Figure 7a, the addition of ZFO samples in the 560 

algae cells at a concentration of 50 mg/L for 4 weeks did not express any considerable 561 

changes on the bands intensities and the bands widths in the FTIR spectrum. This indicates 562 

that ZFO samples have no noticeable effect on the structure of Picochlorum sp. cells. 563 

To further investigate the possible effects of ZFO samples on the Picochlorum sp. 564 

cells, viable cell counts were monitored weekly for all samples for four weeks. Figure 7b 565 

shows the decline of the viable cell concentration of the control algae sample as well as the 566 

algae/ZFO samples. The decline of the viable cell concentration is expected to be a part of 567 

the algae cells cycle starting from exponential growth phase, stationary phase and decline 568 

phase. Figure 7b demonstrates that all samples have been through the same rhythm of 569 

viable cell decline through the four weeks. Furthermore, ANOVA statistical test revealed 570 

that there is no significant difference in the decline rate between the control sample and 571 

other ZFO samples all over the four weeks. 572 

 The Chlorophyll a concentration was also calculated for all algae/ZFO samples for a 573 

period of four weeks. Figure 7c demonstrates that there is no obvious difference between 574 

the Chlorophyll a concentration in the control sample and algae/ZFO for 4 weeks which are 575 
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consistence with viable cell results. ANOVA test also confirm that there is no significant 576 

statistical variation between the samples. Based on these results, there is no evidence that 577 

our prepared ZFO samples could cause a major effect on the Picochlorum sp. cell 578 

regeneration as well as their function in Chlorophyll a production. 579 

 580 

 581 

 582 

 583 

 584 

 585 

 586 

 587 

 588 

 589 

Figure 7: The cytotoxicity effect of ZFO samples synthesized using different annealing 590 

temperatures (ZFO-500, ZFO-600 and ZFO-700) applying (a) Fourier-transform infrared 591 

spectroscopy (FTIR) (b) Viable cells count (c) Chlorophyll a concentration and (d)Reactive 592 

Oxygen species (ROS) percentage after four weeks. 593 
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To assess whether the ZFO exposure to Picochlorum sp. caused any possible stress, 594 

the ROS generation percentage were measured in week 4. As shown in Figure 7d, the ROS 595 

percentage increased from 3% for the control algae sample to 18, 15 and 10% for ZFO-500, 596 

ZFO-600 and ZFO-700, respectively. ANOVA test has confirmed that such change in ROS 597 

percentage is statistically significant. This indicates that the existence of the ZFO 598 

nanoparticles created some disturbance to the Picochlorum sp. cells with the highest 599 

percentage related to ZFO-500. This variation in ROS generation upon the ZFO samples can 600 

be explained by their different sizes as the size of nanoparticles is reported to have a major 601 

effect on the cytotoxicty on fresh water algae Scenedesmus obliquus (Bhuvaneshwari et al., 602 

2015). Also, Zhang et al (Zhang et al., 2016) have shown that nano sized ZnO particles 603 

demonstrated more toxic effects on marine microalgae Skeletonema costatum when 604 

compared with bulk-ZnO. 605 

Overall, our ZFO samples can be considered as eco-friendly material to Picochlorum sp. 606 

marine algae. More investigation in other types of marine algae would strengthen this 607 

proposition. Considering the size of nanoparticles as an important enhancer of 608 

photocatalysis activity, it is essential to optimize the catalyst toxicity to environment, 609 

especially if it has potential to be applied in actual wastewater treatment processes that 610 

might result in direct contact with marine environment. 611 

Conclusions 612 

In summary, we reported modulation in oxygen vacancies in ZFO with the aid of thermal 613 

annealing to achieve excellent organic dye degradation efficiencies in aqueous solution and 614 

in seawater. To alter the abundance of oxygen vacancies in ZFO lattice, the samples were 615 
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heated at three different temperatures (500, 600 and 700⁰C). This was confirmed from 616 

different characteristic modalities that investigated the crystal structure, surface area, optical 617 

absorption and emission. Samples annealed at 500⁰C showed superior photocatalytic dye 618 

degradation abilities in aqueous solution and also in seawater. Cytotoxicity tests confirmed 619 

insignificant effect of prepared samples on marine micro algae Picochlorum sp cell structure 620 

and Chlorophyll a production. These characteristics make our ZFO sample a good candidate 621 

for efficient wastewater treatment in different conditions without causing harmful 622 

consequences to environmental eco-system. Thus far, investigations are essential on boarder 623 

marine culture. Further study in photocatalysis process design and parameters is also 624 

essential.  625 
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